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Yudis Kosczeinska and Motke Ginsburg fought with different bands of partisans in World
War II, courageously overcoming unimaginable life-threatening dangers. Many of their
family members did not survive.

Meeting after the war, Yudis and Motke married and eventually made their way to Troy,
New York. They renamed themselves Judith and Marvin and raised four children on their
dairy farm.

Ful�lling Bubby’s hopes

By ABIGAIL KLEIN LEICHMAN

15 December 2022, 9:54 am |  �

Cantor Shira Ginsburg plays her grandmother in “Bubby’s Kitchen.” (Phillip Merritt)
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To Shira Ginsburg and the other nine grandchildren, this heroic couple were simply
Bubby and Zayde.

“We were a very tight-knit family, with our paternal grandparents at the center of our
lives,” she said. “After what they went through, they were very intentional about creating
a family that stuck together through everything. My father was the eldest and the only
boy, so he took over the farm, and I was in my grandmother’s house every day.”

Naturally, much of that time was spent hearing Bubby’s stories in the kitchen as she
cooked up classic Jewish Eastern European fare like rugelach, babka, blintzes and matzah
balls.

Shira Ginsburg, the senior cantor at East End Temple in Manhattan, therefore titled her
one-woman musical show “Bubby’s Kitchen.” On January 8, she will present a concert
version of the show at Temple B’nai Abraham in Livingston.

“It’s my passion project,” Cantor Ginsburg said.

She originally conceived of the show for her cantorial ordination recital at Hebrew Union
College in April 2009 and rewrote it over the next �ve years, adding new music by her
friend and fellow cantor Jonathan Comisar.

“The �rst performance was in 2016 at the JCC on the Upper West Side,” she said. “I’ve
continued to tweak it because it’s my life.”

In the fully staged version of “Bubby’s Kitchen,” Cantor Ginsburg plays seven characters.
She has performed the play on stages in Israel, England, and all over the United States.

“What is different about this show than other shows dealing with the Holocaust is that
this is presented from the perspective of the third generation, and what we who inherit
that legacy do with it,” she said. “It’s really me in the driver’s seat looking in the
rearview mirror.”

An active member of the Jewish Partisans Educational Foundation, Cantor Ginsburg
does a lot of Holocaust education in schools. She tells students that her grandmother
was only 16 when she escaped from a line of Jews being marched to the trains bound for
Majdanek and became a resistance �ghter living in the woods.



“When I speak to teenagers, I want to imprint on them that they are powerful and their
voice matters, that one person can make a huge difference, and not to turn a blind eye to
antisemitism or any form of discrimination,” she said.

The play, however, is laced with humor as Cantor Ginsburg interweaves Bubby’s story
with songs and stories depicting her own metamorphosis from selling Ginsu knives to
becoming an actor and cantor, in some way trying to live up to the impossibly high bar
set by Bubby and Zayde’s example.

“Jewish humor is a well-known entity, but the degree to which the humor is so
intermingled with loss and sorrow may be surprising,” she said. “You’re laughing and
crying in one moment.”

She credits director Schele Williams and musical director Rick Bertone, both well-known
Broadway names, for giving the production professional polish.

This summer, after 18 years at East End Temple, Cantor Ginsburg will leave to focus on
the show full time and to work on a television adaptation.

Although her Zayde died in 2004, her Bubby saw the play many times before her death
last year, at 96.

Here’s a letter that Bubby wrote to her musical granddaughter after seeing the
production.

“To my Dearest Shira,

“I am so proud of all of your accomplishments and I know that Zayde is watching you
today and every day. I can feel him kvelling from all the naches you bring us!

“Words cannot express how humbled I am that you feel my life has had such an impact
on yours. Thank you for seeing to it that our stories be told and our family remembered.

“I was hopeful after the Holocaust that my legacy would be my family and the good they
would contribute to the world.

“You, my darling Shira, have ful�lled those hopes of mine!”
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Cantor Shira Ginsburg ’09 created Bubby’s Kitchen, the story of one young woman’s
journey to live up to her grandparents’ incredible legacy, for her cantorial ordination
recital in 2009. Since then, the show has evolved and has been performed in more than
50 communities around the country. Bubby’s Kitchen is inspired by the heroic actions
of resistance Cantor Ginsburg’s grandparents, Yudis and Motke Ginsburg, took against
the Nazis as Partisans as they survived years in the forests of Belarus on bravery,
camaraderie, and the sheer will to live. Cantor Ginsburg weaves together a story of loss,
survival, food, and family into this musical that explores the balance between the new
and the old, responsibility and desire, and life and love.

Cantor Ginsburg has a theatrical background from Syracuse University and was a
professional actress before attending HUC-JIR. In Bubby’s Kitchen, she beautifully
bridges her formal training to create a moving and educational performance.

She explains, “It was a story that I was always going to tell, I just didn’t know how or
when. Creating Bubby’s Kitchen was an ownership of my past, present, and future, an
ultimate synthesis that I didn’t fully understand until the moment I performed it for the
first time. I was overwhelmed by the positive response from so many people who said it
had profound meaning and asked where I was performing it next. It took off from
there.”

The show is unique in that it presents the story from the point of view of the third
generation, rather than from the perspective of a Holocaust survivor or child of a
survivor. Cantor Ginsburg believes it is her responsibility, and the responsibility of
other descendants, to tell their stories.

Cantor Ginsburg feels a tremendous responsibility to tell her grandparents’ stories and
to do good in the world. She says, “When you’re growing up, it’s very tempting to yield
to the weight of that legacy. I believe we must first recognize that we each have our own
spark and gift, a unique path and mission for which we are set on this earth. My
grandparents survived to provide their family with a better life, never wanting their
children or grandchildren to struggle. They were quite heroic and yet they would never
ever call themselves heroes. I felt my responsibility was to cultivate my talents, educate
myself in areas I was called to, and then to figure out how to educate others about the
lessons I learned from my grandparents.
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“Yom HaShoah is a day of remembrance and mourning, as well as a day to educate. We
bear witness to ensure that the victims of the Shoah are remembered, that they did not
die in vain. We must hear directly from survivors, their children, and grandchildren who
have that first, second, and third-hand knowledge, offering perspectives that people and
communities may never have had the opportunity to hear. For every survivor and their
families,Yom Hashoah is 365 days a year. After our communal day of commemoration
and mourning, we Jewish professionals, lay leaders, and community members must
continue to honor, remember and educate, on each of the other 364 days.

“The Jewish practices of burial, grieving, and mourning that carry us through the
lifecycle of death, are as much for the mourners as for the deceased,” she continues.
“While we say Kaddish to ensure that the soul can ascend to a place of rest under the
wings of God, we are also saying Kaddish to be held up by our community in our time
of deepest grief. There is immense power and deep comfort in communal mourning.
So too must we communally say Kaddish for those who have no one else to say
Kaddish for them.”
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In addition to performing her one-woman show, Cantor Ginsburg works conducting
Holocaust education in schools. Before enrolling at HUC, she got involved with 3GNY,
a nonprofit organization composed of the Jewish grandchildren of Holocaust survivors.
After completing her studies at HUC, Cantor Ginsburg became involved with Facing
History and Ourselves and was in the first cohort of participants being trained to teach
in classrooms through the lens of personal storytelling. Upon completion of the
training, Cantor Ginsburg taught and continues to teach whenever she can across New
York City and the Tri-state area, balancing it with her work at her congregation.

She describes this teaching as incredibly rewarding work. “Many of my students are
teenagers. When I make the distinction that my Bubby was exactly their age when she
lived through the Holocaust, their eyes quite literally light up. Suddenly they see
Bubby’s story through their own life experiences. Bubby always encouraged me to share
her personal message with students, never to underestimate what one person can do.”

She adds, “Holocaust education is critical for so many reasons, but what is offered in
schools is widely variable, some classes touching on the Holocaust for an inadequate
and insufficient mere one to three days. When children take on the prejudices of their
families, they have no reason to doubt what they have been taught until they are
exposed to education and different reasoning. Having grown up in my grandparents’
home living their stories and reverberations of their trauma, I know that there is no
better way to dispel such lies and ignorance than with firsthand knowledge. If I can’t be
that first-hand knowledge, at least I can be second-hand and personalize the lessons of
the Holocaust in an impactful and efficacious way.”

After 18 years as the Senior Cantor at East End Temple in Manhattan, Cantor
Ginsburg is leaving this position to focus on Bubby’s Kitchen. She will begin touring
again and is currently in the development of a television series based on Bubby’s
Kitchen. Cantor Ginsburg is now in the process of engaging investors.

For more information about Bubby’s Kitchen or to help propel this story forward, visit
bubbyskitchen.com.
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By Jeff

Myhre

In ‘Bubby’s Kitchen’ with Shira Ginsburg

Shira Ginsburg in ‘Bubby’s Kitchen.’ Photo courtesy of the artist.

Shira Ginsburg is an ordained Cantor who just celebrated her 10th anniversary of service at East End Temple in

Manhattan. A graduate of Syracuse University’s Drama and Musical Theatre program, Shira spent a number of

years in New York working as a professional actress, singer, and songwriter before being invested as Cantor from

Hebrew Union College. Shira has performed on stages in Israel, England and all over the United States, and has

been thrilled to most recently bring her show Bubby’s Kitchen to communities across the nation.

Despite the demands on her time as she prepares the show for a run in New York City, she talked with

NYTheatreGuide.com about the production and her family, which is the core of the show.

NYTG: When did you decide to turn your grandmother’s story into a performance piece? Did anything special

happen that got you to put pen to paper, or was this an idea that just happened?

SG: I initially wrote Bubby’s Kitchen in partial fulfillment of my Masters thesis and ordination for Cantorial School at

Hebrew Union College – Jewish Institute of Religion.  My grandparent’s stories of survival have been perpetually

churning inside of me as far back as I can remember, but only when challenged with this thesis did I finally find the

courage of voice to take ownership of their legacy in this way.  Once I started writing it, the stories came pouring out

of me, and the script basically wrote itself.

NYTG: In the opening number, there is a terrifying line “hide and seek was never just a game,” but you also sing of
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words unspoken. At what point in your life did you learn, for want of a better term, “the whole story?” How did it affect

you?

SG: Stories were always told in fragmented ways in my grandparent’s home, and because the stories were often so

painful for my Bubby and Zayde to tell, when they spoke, we just listened and didn’t ask very many questions if any

at all.  We never wanted to cause them pain by bringing the subject up, so we would wait for them to initiate.  Just

as in any conversation, there are stops and starts, interruptions and tangents.  Once you had heard a particular

story told a dozen or more times in its various iterations, you could piece together the whole story like a puzzle.  I

had a very good grasp of the whole picture by high school, and in college, I began to really question what this legacy

meant for me. Life as a child or grandchild of Holocaust survivors is ultimately a tremendous balance between

obligation and desire; a constant checking of one’s personal wants against the needs and expectations of the

family.  To be honest, I am still learning stories and at 91, my Bubby is still revealing details and incredible stories to

us that we’ve never heard before.

NYTG: How supportive was your grandmother in your pursuit of a BFA? The rest of the family? I ask because that

generation had, by necessity, a pragmatic streak and the arts were often considered frivolous.

SG: My grandparents have always been incredibly supportive of me at every phase of my life and career path.  My

Bubby especially is a very liberal thinker, a woman always ahead of her time.  She has guided me since I can

remember to choose what I love, but to choose that love wisely.  She instinctively understands the need to nurture

one’s passions, and always encouraged me to go out in the world and try things, which never by the way, obviated

her from worrying about me.  She was proud of me when I was an actress, a waitress, a knife saleswoman, and

now as a Cantor.  As long as I work hard, work honestly, and work morally, she is always proud.

Advertisement

NYTG: Where did you train to become cantor? What did the family think of that?

SG: I studied and trained at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, the Reform movement’s seminary

for Rabbis and Cantors.  The day I was accepted into Cantorial school was the third proudest my family has ever

been of me, topped only by the day I was ordained Cantor, and the first time I performed Bubby’s Kitchen.

NYTG:  To survive as partisans, your grandparents had to have a very tough aspect to their characters. How much

of that did you see?

SG: My Bubby and Zayde are my heroes and always have been.  Neither of them ever feared anything, which as a

child always made me feel incredibly safe and well taken care of.  From the youngest age, I can remember knowing

that there was nothing they couldn’t handle or take care of, and there was no problem too big for them to be able to

fix, solve or help me with.  Their strength and resilience was a constant in my life.  It is important to tell you that as

heroic and brave as they were, they never ever boasted of their accomplishments, never saw themselves as

heroes, and certainly never viewed themselves as better than anyone in any way.

NYTG: Was there a reason they settled in America instead of Israel?

SG: They had family that sponsored them here in America, and after four years in Ferenvald, a displaced persons

camp in Germany, their papers finally came through and they were able to come here.

NYTG: How much has the show evolved since you first performed it?

SG: The show has evolved in so many ways since the first performance seven years ago.  It now features all

original music composed primarily by Jonathan Comisar with whom I co-wrote the lyrics.  More and more stories

have been added over the years grounding the show in a profoundly new way, and, I have been blessed to put

together and work with one of the most wonderful Artistic teams I could ever dream of.
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NYTG:  What sorts of stories did you leave out of the show?

SG: Ha – You’ll have to see the sequel . . . Bubby’s Living Room.

NYTG: Has Bubby seen the show? What did she think of it?

SG: Thankfully, Bubby is very much still with us, but Zayde  passed away 11 years ago, I miss him every day. But

Bubby is always busy dancing at simchas, making vegetable soup special just for me, and of course, doling out

expert advice over rugalach and tea at her kitchen table.  She has seen the show many times and is incredibly proud

not only of the work that I have done both artistically and on the production end, but also that I have chosen to take

on our family legacy, and her story in particular in this way.  It is always very emotional for her when she watches the

show, especially the scenes in which I become her on stage in the most devastating and difficult moments of her

life.  She relishes in the love that pours out towards her from so many people, and kvells in disbelief when I tell her

that she is now an inspiration to so many people whom she has never met her.

NYTG: Have you any other stage projects in the works?

SG: I am currently working on a screenplay adaptation of Bubby’s Kitchen and also have one other project in the

works.

NYTG: Cantor Ginburg, this has been a genuine pleasure. You’ve been more than generous with your time and

insights, and the readers of New York Theatre Guide thank you.

You can see Shira Ginsburg perform Bubby’s Kitchen, April 28-30, 2016, at Jewish Community Center, 334

Amsterdam Ave, New York, NY 10023. For more information and tickets, click here.
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 Bubby's Cooking Takes to the Stage
By Lucy Cohen Blatter 

THINKSTOCK 
When you picture the quintessential Jewish “Bubby,” someone like Shira 
Ginsburg’s grandmother, Judith, probably springs to mind. 

Mrs. Ginsburg, the subject of her granddaughter’s one-woman show 
“Bubby’s Kitchen,” developed a reputation in her Troy, New York, 
community for her endless, delicious cooking (she’s since moved to 
Florida, where she still cooks and teaches her grandchildren her culinary 
ways). “Growing up there was always rugelach or mandelbread in the 
oven and soup on the stove. There were also two freezers down in the 
basement that were full of food,” Ginsburg says of her grandmother’s 
house, which was located five minutes from her childhood home. 

While her ceaseless cooking might seem typical in a Jewish grandmother, 
the elder Mrs. Ginsburg’s early life was anything but typical. She lost her 
entire family in the Holocaust and was a resistance fighter in Eastern 
Europe — a story that takes center stage in the show. 

Ginsburg sets her performance around the table of her grandmother’s 
home — the stage is set with a lone table and six chairs. She tells her 
family’s story through monologue, Yiddish, liturgical and musical theatre 
songs, and plays several different family members. “A lot of life lessons 
were learned around table at my grandparents’ house. It was the place 
people came to seek guidance, to laugh and to cry,” Ginsburg says, so it 



was a logical place from which to set the show. 

In the show and during our interview, Ginsburg draws a direct connection 
between her grandmother’s past — including her experience with 
starvation — and her focus on food later in life. “The deprivation led to 
the desire to always have an abundance of food. For her, food was really 
life and the ability to provide food for anyone who walked in the door was 
a gift,” she says of her grandmother. 

“Bubby’s Kitchen,” which Ginsburg has performed in Philadelphia, New 
Jersey, New York and Miami and will perform in Seattle and Miami again 
this year, was originally created as part of her cantorial thesis. (She is the 
cantor at East End Temple, a Reform synagogue on Manhattan’s Lower 
East Side.) 

She soon realized, though, that her’s was an important story to tell to 
larger audiences. “It’s about the cross-generational conversation for me,” 
she says. “My grandmother is someone who’s offered me incredible 
guidance. She’s 88 and I’m 35, but she has a lot to teach me.” Audience 
members often approach her after the show to tell their own bubby 
stories. It’s something that crosses cultures, she says. “A friend of mine 
has a dad who’s a pastor and he said the play reminded him of his 
grandmother in Italy.” 

Growing up, Ginsburg would eat dinner at her grandparents’ house three 
of four nights a week, often on Friday nights (the family owned a dairy 
farm and ran it together). Asked which of her grandmother’s dishes are 
her favorite, Ginsburg pointed to the ubiquitous mandel bread (“No 
evening was complete without a cup of tea and a piece of mandel bread”), 
her soups (used to cure sickness) and challah she makes on special 
occasions. 

While her grandmother taught her some tricks of the trade, Ginsburg 
admits that as a single woman in New York City, she rarely cooks. Yet, 
she’s confident that if and when she has a need to cook, she’ll be able to 
do it, thanks to Bubby. 

But there is one dish from Ginsburg’s childhood she’s unlikely to attempt 
replicating: P’tcha, a traditional Ashkenazi dish comprising of jellied 
calves feet, garlic and sliced eggs, served with vinegar. “My grandfather 
loved it but none of the kids could stomach it,” she says. “We always joke 
that to marry into the family, one of the things you have to do — besides 
sit through a holiday meal with everyone — is eat P’tcha. 
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NYTG:  What sorts of stories did you leave out of the show?

SG: Ha – You’ll have to see the sequel . . . Bubby’s Living Room.

NYTG: Has Bubby seen the show? What did she think of it?

SG: Thankfully, Bubby is very much still with us, but Zayde  passed away 11 years ago, I miss him every day. But

Bubby is always busy dancing at simchas, making vegetable soup special just for me, and of course, doling out

expert advice over rugalach and tea at her kitchen table.  She has seen the show many times and is incredibly proud

not only of the work that I have done both artistically and on the production end, but also that I have chosen to take

on our family legacy, and her story in particular in this way.  It is always very emotional for her when she watches the

show, especially the scenes in which I become her on stage in the most devastating and difficult moments of her

life.  She relishes in the love that pours out towards her from so many people, and kvells in disbelief when I tell her

that she is now an inspiration to so many people whom she has never met her.

NYTG: Have you any other stage projects in the works?

SG: I am currently working on a screenplay adaptation of Bubby’s Kitchen and also have one other project in the

works.

NYTG: Cantor Ginburg, this has been a genuine pleasure. You’ve been more than generous with your time and

insights, and the readers of New York Theatre Guide thank you.

You can see Shira Ginsburg perform Bubby’s Kitchen, April 28-30, 2016, at Jewish Community Center, 334

Amsterdam Ave, New York, NY 10023. For more information and tickets, click here.
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